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Lighter to the target: Vöhringer presents its versatile and super-light sandwich panels
Versatile, modular and light: the new kitchen module for Urban Camper Vans
Premiere at the VÖHRINGER INNOVATION STAGE: Exciting cooperation project announced

Just in time for the start of the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, Vöhringer presents exciting lightweight solutions, modules and
innovations to the motorhome and caravan industry at its INNOVATION STAGE.
This year, the company is focusing on absolute lightweight construction. Using its super-light sandwich panels, Vöhringer will be
presenting flexible and, above all, lightweight solutions in the field of furniture construction. Vöhringer shows that the lightweight sandwich panel is in no way inferior to the ordinary plywood panel. There are no limits to the variety of applications.
In addition, the company has once again come up with a great module. In cooperation with the design department under the
direction of Martin Ross, Vöhringer is presenting a new kitchen module this year, which shines with a variety of installation
options in every Urban Camper Van. Thanks to the intelligent and innovative combinations of different materials, almost nothing
will be impossible from now on. The company successfully meets the increasing demands for flexibility, lightness and stability of
the interior design.
As a further highlight, Vöhringer will be presenting a very special cooperation project at its INNOVATION STAGE this year, which
makes it possible for everyone to get started in camping. Stay tuned!

The basis of lightweight construction: sandwich panels
From the raw board to joining it into a finished piece of furniture - all the steps you know from handling previously familiar
plywood boards are also possible in the same way with sandwich boards. With their thin plywood top layer and core made of XPS,
these panels are super-light and at the same time versatile to work with. This development, which Vöhringer is pushing further
and further in terms of lightweight construction, will permanently change the caravan industry. Vöhringer has set itself the task
of becoming lighter and lighter without compromising on technical properties.

A kitchen module as versatile as never before
The kitchen module that Vöhringer will present this year in cooperation with Martin Ross contains everything that speaks for
Vöhringer quality. Uncomplicated assembly, high-quality, lightweight materials, modern design and absolute flexibility.
The kitchen module will be exhibited in two size categories - for installation in the vehicle or, if desired, as a rear kitchen. The
kitchen cover plate is designed in such a way that mirror-inverted installation is also possible without any problems. This is also
ensured by the innovative folding and sliding door made of the ultra-light VFlex from the V.I.T. series.
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VLIGHT Basics
With the VLIGHT Basics, Vöhringer sets standards in lightweight construction. These include panel materials, profiles, furniture
and construction parts mainly made of wood, but also PU (polyurethane), PET, EPS and XPS. Material and shape diversity combined with absolute lightweight construction is the name of the game here.

V.I.T. Vöhringer Innovation Technology
This year, the proven materials of the V.I.T Vöhringer Innovation Technology series, such as VFLEX, VUNDER TECH, VSTRONG
and V3D Composite, serve as the basic material for the illustrative examples. Thanks to the intelligent and innovative combinations of these materials and the increasing demands for lightness and modern interior designs, almost nothing is impossible as of
now, which means that they are gaining further importance, especially in the caravan and motorhome market, but also in areas
such as interior design or trade fair, event and object construction.
•V
 FLEX as a wood-free alternative to previously used plywood panels for wall and ceiling covering: breathable, can absorb and
release moisture and also has a sound-absorbing effect.
•V
 UNDER TECH for furniture parts: extremely light, reliably water-resistant, enormously robust and extraordinarily versatile in
terms of possible shapes.
•V
 STRONG for floors: has a very low weight per unit area, offers high flexural strength and is water-resistant.
•V
 3D COMPOSITE for three-dimensional covering: reduces weight, is breathable, has a sound-absorbing effect and is pleasant to
the touch.

Vöhringer - always one step ahead when it comes to environmental protection, too.
Vöhringer has been working to reduce its ecological footprint for many years. Last year, the company was already able to achieve
its goal of completely climate-neutral production ahead of schedule.
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